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1 Introduction
There is a fundamental paradox lurking in the characterization of cortical response
dynamics. On the one hand, it has long been accepted that cortical cells are sluggish
and fail to follow sustained repetitive stimuli at rates much beyond 20 Hz
(Kowalski, Depireux, and Shamma 1996; Miller, Escabí, Read, and Schreiner
2002). On the other hand, numerous studies have demonstrated a remarkable
temporal precision of spike occurrences that are locked to stimulus onsets and other
transients, and have considered it functionally significant (Bair and Koch 1996;
Heil 1997).
These two phenomena have generally been studied separately using different
stimuli that tend to highlight one phenomenon or the other; e.g., AM tones and
noise, ripples, and click trains versus tone onsets and dynamic dots (Bair et al.
1996; Heil 1997). It is, however, possible to demonstrate the coexistence of these
two response properties, and explore their limits and characteristics with stimuli
that combine both repetitive and transient aspects. In this report, we describe how
ripples (a broadband frozen noise or a harmonic series with various spectrotemporally modulated envelopes) can be used to elicit responses phase-locked both
to the modulation envelopes and to the “texture” of the carrier. By independently
manipulating these two aspects of the stimulus, it is possible to explore (1) the
dependence of the precise firings on the nature of the stimulus, (2) the mechanisms
that may give rise to these finely-structured responses, and (3) their functional
significance.

2 Methods
Data were collected from extra-cellular cortical recordings in a total of 8 domestic
ferrets (Mostela putorius). Five were in awake state, and the remainder were
ketamine anesthetized. Details of the surgery are as in (Kowalski et al. 1996).
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Stimuli included various combinations of moving ripples that last 3 seconds.
Ripples are broadband complex sounds with periodically modulated spectral
envelopes, explained in more detail in (Kowalski et al. 1996). We used specific
combinations of ripples referred to as TORCs (Temporally-Orthogonal Ripple
Combinations) to characterize the Spectro-Temporal Receptive Fields (STRFs) of
cortical neurons. A TORC typically consists of 501 random-phase tones equallyspaced along the tonotopic axis, and spanning a range of 5 octaves. These tones
form an instance of frozen noise, whose envelope is modulated by 30 different
spectro-temporal waveforms with rates up to 24 Hz and spectral densities up to 1.4
cycle/octave, as described in detail in (Klein, Depireux, Simon, and Shamma 2000).
Hence, ripple stimuli have two distinct aspects, which are better described by
the cochlear-like spectrogram shown in Fig. 1: (1) A prescribed spectro-temporal
envelope (top trace in right panel) which allows us to estimate rapidly and
accurately the STRF (using a reverse correlation technique (Klein et al. 2000)); and
(2) A Fine-structure that carries the envelope (thick black trace in right middle
panel). It is created by the interaction between the tones and can be extracted by a
Hilbert transform. The fine-structure waveform depends solely on the carrier tone
characteristics (frequencies, phases and amplitudes), and is limited in bandwidth to
that of the cochlear filter, becoming progressively broader at higher filter
frequencies. An additional variant of the TORC stimulus was used. It consisted of
harmonic-TORCs whose spectro-temporal envelopes were carried by sets
harmonically-spaced tones with fundamental frequencies between 25 and 200 Hz.
In all other aspects, the harmonic- and regular-TORCs shared identical spectrotemporal envelope parameters.

Fig. 1. Schematic of stimulus envelope and fine structure. Left: A ripple stimulus (4Hz and
1 c/o) is given as input to a filter-bank. Middle: The filters outputs show an overall pattern
of a 4Hz drifting spectrogram. Right: The output of the 1KHz channel reveals the 4Hz
envelope modulating a more dense fine structure carrier.

Neural responses to a series of TORCs are shown in the rasters of Figure 2. To
quantify the precision of spiking, we computed the average cross-correlation of
spike trains of different stimulus presentations (Fig. 2(B)), and then fitted it to a
model of Poisson point-process cross-correlations that includes parameters to
account for timing-jitter and spike deletion (Fig. 3(A)). Specifically, we assumed a
Gaussian spread of the correlation peak whose variance σ represents the timing
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jitter and scale α (0<α<1) represents spike deletion between one trial and another.
Combining these two parameters together with the rate of the process λ, we obtain:
αλ −τ 2 σ 2
(1)
2

R(τ ) = λ +

σ 2π

e

Finally, we employed the reverse correlation technique (Klein et al. 2000) to
measure: (1) the usual STRF of the unit with respect to the spectro-temporal
envelopes of the TORCs, (2) the STRFC with respect to the complete cochlear filterbank output (i.e., including both the envelopes and fine-structure); and (3) the
STRFF with respect to the fine-structure only (all shown Fig. 2(C)). In the last case,
we averaged over all cochlear filter-bank outputs of the TORC stimuli to null out
the spectro-temporal envelope and preserved only the fine-structure of the
spectrogram to construct STRFF.

Fig. 2. Data analysis using regular (left panels), and harmonic TORCs (right panels).
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3 Results
Data analyzed here were based on a total of 680 units (50% from awake ferrets).
Figure 2(A) illustrates the nature of the precise spiking observed in the raster of
TORC and harmonic-TORC responses. Specifically, this unit phase-locks to the
fine-structure common to all the TORC stimuli with spikes that appear vertically
aligned. To highlight this property, responses to all TORCs are collapsed to
generate the PST histograms shown below each raster. Both histograms display
strong and precise firing episodes (peaks) at numerous instants throughout the
extended duration of the stimuli (3 seconds). In the case of the 48 Hz harmonicTORC, the peaks occur regularly, reflecting the periodicity of the fine-structure.
To assess the degree of precision in the phase-locked responses, we computed
the averaged cross-correlation among all TORC responses as defined by Eq 1
above. The resultant correlation functions shown in Fig. 2(B) display a sharp peak
at zero lag (width of approximately 2-3 milliseconds) due to the high precision of
firing from one response to another. The correlation function of the harmonicTORC responses is periodic (right panel) demonstrating the precise phase-locking
to the 48 Hz periodicity of the fine-structure. Using the Poisson model of unit
responses, we estimated the distribution of σ, α, and λ for all units as shown in Fig.
3(B). Over 50% of all units exhibit relatively precise locking to the fine structure
with σ<10ms. The skewness of the α distribution towards 0 suggests that spike
deletion is a common property among most responses, partly because the different
TORC envelopes are uncorrelated and hence spikes are suppressed differently from
one TORC response to another (see discussion later). Finally, we have found that
precision of spiking (σ distribution) is very similar in both the awake and the
anesthetized ferret.

Fig. 3. (A) Model of spike correlation. (B) Population statistics for entire data set (N=680).
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The precision and speed of phase-locking is most readily seen in the periodic
fine-structure of the responses to harmonic-TORCs. We have observed phaselocked responses over a wide range of fundamental frequencies up to 200Hz, and
further testing could shed more light on the upper limit of this locking, and the
possible tuning of neuronal responses to different fundamentals.
The fine-structure of cortical responses at a given BF is strongly related to the
“Hilbert” envelope of the cochlear filter responses near the same CF. To
demonstrate this relationship, we computed the correlation between the PST
histogram of each TORC response and the averaged Hilbert envelopes of the
cochlear filter-bank responses to the TORCs. The results are shown in the panels
labeled STRFF in Fig. 2(C). In the case of regular TORCs, the correlation maximum
occurs at the cochlear CF that corresponds to the BF of the cell. It has a latency of
approximately 15 ms and is temporally compact indicating precise and rapid
locking to the cochlear output at that CF. This finding suggests that relatively fast
temporal modulations in auditory-nerve responses are preserved through four or
more synapses all the way up to the cortex. We have found correlation functions
such as this in about 66% of the 340 cells that exhibited precise firings (σ<10ms).
The absence of this correlation in otherwise precisely firing cells may be due to
substantial convergence of cochlear channels (e.g., in broadly tuned cells), or other
more elaborate linear or nonlinear transformations that alter the cochlear envelopes
prior to the cortical stage. Since the auto-correlation of the cochlear modulations is
concentrated around zero-lag, the correlation functions in Fig. 2(C) can also be
interpreted as the effective STRF of cortical cells to these modulations (denoted by
STRFF in methods).
The relation between the STRF, STRFC and STRFF is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
STRFF is compared to the regular STRF computed from the TORC envelopes only
(i.e., disregarding the fine structure; see methods), and to the STRFC computed
from the cochlear outputs to each TORC (i.e., taking into account responses to
TORC envelopes and filter-bank output fine-structure). The four examples shown
illustrate the wide range of response variability observed in our experimental data.
For instance, while all STRF, STRFC, and STRFF of a given neuron share roughly
the same BF, there is a drastic difference between the slow dynamics of the STRF
and the rapid onsets of the STRFF, as in units A and B. In both these units, the
STRFC is intermediate, in that it combines features of the STRF and STRFF. In
some cases as in unit C, the STRFF is very weak or absent leading the STRFC to
resemble closely the STRF. Finally, in many cases as in unit D, the STRF and
STRFF may not resemble each other closely suggesting substantial transformation
of processing at the cortical level.
The STRFs measured with harmonic TORCs are often virtually identical to
those obtained with regular TORCs since both stimuli share the same envelope
parameters (e.g. Fig. 2(C)). However, since the carrier tones of the harmonicTORC constitute a harmonic series, the response fine-structure to the harmonic
TORCs is (as expected) limited to one periodicity regardless of CF (that of the
fundamental). Consequently, the fine-structure of the cortical response is well
correlated with cochlear filter-bank envelopes over all CFs, and does not reflect the
STRF of the cell in a meaningful way (e.g., the striped STRFF in Fig. 2(C)).
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Fig. 4. Examples of STRFs. Each triplet corresponds to the STRF, STRFC, and STRFF of
the same neuron.

So what is the relationship between cortical cells’ fine-structure responses
(STRFF) and TORC-following responses (STRF)? And why do cortical cells phaselock well to fast cochlear envelopes (likely more than 200 Hz), yet are incapable of
following envelope modulations much beyond 20 Hz?
To elucidate this issue, we examined the hypothesis that the TORC-envelope
acts as a gain that gates the responses to the fast underlying cochlear modulations.
To test this hypothesis, we compared unit responses to those predicted from its
STRF and STRFF. Figure 5 illustrates the approach for the unit already discussed in
Fig. 2. Using regular TORCs, we measured the unit’s STRF and STRFF (Fig. 2(C),
left panel) and then used them to predict the responses to two 48Hz harmonicTORC stimuli. The results are depicted by three curves in each panel. The solid
black line is a smoothed period histogram of the actual response to this harmonicTORC. The dashed gray is the predicted response based only on the unit’s STRF.
This curve captures the broad slow fluctuations in the response due to the TORC
envelope, and completely ignores the response fine-structure. The STRFF
predictions are not shown but they consist simply of a train of 48 Hz peaks whose
locations are indicated by the arrows in the figure. The solid gray line is the product
of the STRF and STRFF predictions. It tracks the actual response fairly well, giving
support to the hypothesis that the response is essentially a modulated fine-structure.
That is, the fine-structure is only visible when the envelope of the response
fluctuates sufficiently strongly to reveal it; otherwise it is suppressed. This
conjecture is completely consistent with the known effects of synaptic depression in
thalamo-cortical pathway (Markam and Tsodyks 1996), and may explain the
paradox of a sluggish, yet precise cortical response.

Fig. 5. Predictions of the responses of cortical neurons to a 48Hz harmonic TORC.
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4 Discussion
We have demonstrated that cortical cells can phase-lock to cochlear envelope
modulations with millisecond accuracy, with rates extending up to 200 Hz, and over
sustained periods of time. While these response properties are common in the
earlier thalamic and inferior collicular stages, they become highly constrained in the
cortex. It becomes necessary to modulate the overall (spectro-temporal) envelope of
the stimulus in order to reveal them. For instance, it is difficult to get rapid phaselocked responses to sustained simple tones, AM tones or complex tones. Rather,
precise and phase-locked firings are largely confined to the onset of stimuli where
the envelope rises rapidly (Heil 1997; Wallace, Shackleton, and Palmer 2002).
These findings are consistent with the known properties of synaptic depression in
thalamo-cortical synapses (Markram et al. 1996). To overcome its effects, it is
necessary to modulate the stimulus strength (e.g., to turn it off and on) in order to
allow the synapse to recover. The time-constant of this recovery is rather slow and
explains why cortical responses in general are sluggish (<20 Hz) in following
repetitive stimuli (Eggermont 2002). Therefore, allowing for periodic recovery, a
non-depressed synapse is capable of conveying fast modulations and eliciting
precise spiking over sustained periods, as is the case with the TORC stimuli.
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